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in a world born of war and sorrow brave heroes rally against an ancient evil
bent on reclaiming its wicked birthright as a young champion races to save what
is left of humanity he must choose between the woman he loves and his ultimate
destiny the gates of omin have been opened once again first published in a
limited run in 1793 blake later changed the title to for the sexes the gates of
paradise and added several more drawings as well as a preface and concluding
verse publishing this version in 1818 the seventeen emblematic drawings and
their commentaries depict the life of man from birth to death passage through
the four elements water earth wind and fire hatching as a child from the
mundane shell encountering women what are these alas the female martyr is she
also the divine image reaching for the moon of love i want i want falling into
time s ocean william blake 1757 1827 was a british poet painter visionary
mystic and engraver who illustrated and printed his own books blake proclaimed
the supremacy of the imagination over the rationalism and materialism of the
18th century largely unrecognised during his lifetime blake is now considered a
seminal figure in the history of both the poetry and visual arts of the
romantic age the gates of paradise were first published in a limited run in
1793 blake later changed the title to for the sexes the gates of paradise and
added several more drawings as well as a preface and concluding verse
publishing this version in 1818 the seventeen emblematic drawings and their
commentaries depict the life of man from birth to death passage through the
four elements water earth wind and fire hatching as a child from the mundane
shell encountering women reaching for the moon of love i want i want falling
into time s ocean after several other episodes he finally arrives at the death
s door with job s words i have said to the worm thou art my mother and my
sister there a female figure is weaving to dreams the sexual strife and weeping
over the of life william blake 1757 1827 was a british poet painter visionary
mystic and engraver who illustrated and printed his own books blake proclaimed
the supremacy of the imagination over the rationalism and materialism of the
18th century largely unrecognised during his lifetime blake is now considered a
seminal figure in the history of both the poetry and visual arts of the
romantic age a band of war weary soldiers has uncovered a plot that may tear
the very fabric of reality forever to save their own lives and to prevent a
long banished race of monsters from unleashing an army of horrors upon the
waking world they must reach the very heart of dal quor original from award
winning historian serhii plokhy the gates of europe is the definitive history
of ukraine that helps us understand the country s past and the current crisis
located at the western edge of the eurasian steppe ukraine has long been the
meeting place of empires roman to ottoman habsburg to russian and they all left
their imprint on the landscape the language and the people living within these
shifting borders in this authoritative book serhii plokhy traces the history of
ukraine from the arrival of the vikings in the tenth century to the current
russian invasion of eastern ukraine and annexation of crimea fascinating and
multi layered the gates of europe is the essential guide to understanding not
just ukraine s past but also its future ambition runs strongly in the kressind
family trassan is building a mighty ship to navigate an uncrossed ocean rel is
banished to a vital frontier garten balances responsibility with family loyalty
katriona is determined to carve herself a place in a world of men guis
struggles to contain the energies of his soul aarin dabbles in forbidden
sorcery the world is in turmoil new money brings new power and the old social
order crumbles tired gods walk industrial streets deep in the polar south a
city of ice stands awaiting rediscovery offering the secrets of the ancients
and in the sky the closest approach of the twin in 4 000 years draws near a
terror from the ancient past awakens the gates of the world volume one collects
the iron ship and the city of ice i tore through this it has the raw energy and
endless inventiveness of classic moorcock adam roberts on the iron ship one of
the most fascinating worlds i have read this year sci fi and fantasy reviews on
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the iron ship unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not
used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps
sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they
represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy from the bestselling author of a
ladder to the sky a darkly funny novel that races like a beating heart people
comes a new novel that plays out across all of human history a story as precise
as it is unlimited this story starts with a family for now it is a father and a
mother with two sons one with his father s violence in his blood one with his
mother s artistry one leaves one stays they will be joined by others whose
deeds will determine their fate it is a beginning their stories will intertwine
and evolve over the course of two thousand years they will meet again and again
at different times and in different places from palestine at the dawn of the
first millennium and journeying across fifty countries to a life among the
stars in the third the world will change around them but their destinies remain
the same it must play out as foretold from the award winning author of the
heart s invisible furies comes a traveler at the gates of wisdom an epic tale
of humanity the story of all of us stretching across two millennia imaginative
unique heartbreaking this is john boyne at his most creative and compelling the
evil sorcerer markko has sworn to capture the last of prince llesho s brothers
if markko succeeds llesho will not be able to save thebin or reopen the gates
of heaven as murder and dark magic threaten llesho s alliances he realizes his
only chance lies in finding his brothers first so begins a desperate hunt that
will lead the prince from the slave market to a sea voyage fraught with perils
and an incredible discovery about the sorcerer who seems bent on his
destruction a new york times bestseller this definitive history of ukraine is
an exemplary account of europe s least known large country wall street journal
as ukraine is embroiled in an ongoing struggle with russia to preserve its
territorial integrity and political independence celebrated historian serhii
plokhy explains that today s crisis is a case of history repeating itself the
ukrainian conflict is only the latest in a long history of turmoil over ukraine
s sovereignty situated between central europe russia and the middle east
ukraine has been shaped by empires that exploited the nation as a strategic
gateway between east and west from the romans and ottomans to the third reich
and the soviet union in the gates of europe plokhy examines ukraine s search
for its identity through the lives of major ukrainian historical figures from
its heroes to its conquerors this revised edition includes new material that
brings this definitive history up to the present as ukraine once again finds
itself at the center of global attention plokhy brings its history to vivid
life as he connects the nation s past with its present and future in a fragile
alliance the natives are stirring uneasily under their foreign rulers rebellion
is brewing and at the heart of the conflict lies the bloody and powerful cult
of the god aoun whose followers will stop at nothing to rid their land of alien
domination so civil servant renille vo chaumelle scion of a proud conquering
line mingled with native blood is conscripted as a spy and ordered to penetrate
the fortress temple known as the fastness of the gods there he is to discover
the secrets of the priests of aoun and if the chance presents itself
assassinate the lead priest named in legend as the god s own son but in the
holiest depths of the temple renille finds there is more to the cult than his
superiors suspect far more than they will ever believe what he learns leads him
to the beautiful princess jathondi daughter of the native ruler who is fated to
be the crux of a violent confrontation between the fanatic followers of a flesh
hungry god and their arrogant overlords together jathondi and renille must
brave a whirlwind of revolution and apocalyptic magic that could shatter a
nation and open the long sealed portal between heaven and earth sennacherib and
his ill fated siege of jerusalem fascinated the ancient world twelve scholars
in hebrew bible assyriology archaeology egyptology classics aramaic rabbinic
and christian literatures examine how and why the sennacherib story was told
and re told in more than a dozen cultures for over a thousand years from
akkadian to arabic stories and legends about sennacherib became the first
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vernacular tales of the imperial world these essays address outstanding
historical issues of the campaign and the sources and press on to expose the
stories theological and cultural roles in inner cultural dialogues ethnic
origin stories and morality tales this book is the first of its kind for
readers seeking out historical and historiographic bridges between the ancient
and late antique worlds this work will undoubtedly serve as an important
resource on the assyrian attack on jerusalem in 701 song mi suzie park austin
presbyterian theological seminary horizons in biblical theology rebecca solnit
has made a vocation of journeying into difficult territory and reporting back
as an environmentalist antiglobalization activist and public intellectual
storming the gates of paradise an anthology of her essential essays from the
past ten years takes the reader from the pyrenees to the u s mexican border
from san francisco to london from open sky to the deepest mines and from the
antislavery struggles of two hundred years ago to today s street protests the
nearly forty essays collected here comprise a unique guidebook to the american
landscape after the millennium not just the deserts skies gardens and
wilderness areas that have long made up solnit s subject matter but the social
landscape of democracy and repression of borders ruins and protests she
ventures into territories as dark as prison and as sublime as a broad vista
revealing beauty in the harshest landscape and political struggle in the most
apparently serene view her introduction sets the tone and the book s
overarching themes as she describes thoreau leaving the jail cell where he had
been confined for refusing to pay war taxes and proceeding directly to his
favorite huckleberry patch in this way she links pleasure to politics
brilliantly demonstrating that the path to paradise has often run through
prison these startling insights on current affairs politics culture and history
always expressed in solnit s pellucid and graceful prose constantly revise our
views of the otherwise ordinary and familiar illustrated throughout storming
the gates of paradise represents recent developments in solnit s thinking and
offers the reader a panoramic world view enriched by her characteristically
provocative inspiring and hopeful observations i would rather be an angel than
god is the very first sentence in stoker s fiction the man it presents his
sentimental ideals at the same time conveying his philosophical thoughts
children have been presented as beacon of light from whom the elders should
learn about honesty and innocence a horror tale is presented that chills the
readers to the bones alexander of macedon julius caesar the pharaohs hatshepsut
and cleopatra niccolo machiavelli judah macabee and other damned adventurers
brave the river of fire and the river of forgetfulness on a daring journey back
to the land of the living through a series of interviews with a wide range of
people connected to pink floyd in their earliest days including nick mason
peter jenner jenny fabian storm thorgerson duggie fields and peter whitehead
john cavanagh paints a vivid picture of how this remarkable debut album was
created he brings to life the stories behind each track as well as pink floyd s
groundbreaking live performances of the time excerpt the piper at the gates of
dawn is a wondrous creation often seen through the distorted view of later
events these things have served to overshadow the achievement of the pink floyd
on their debut album an outstanding group performance a milestone in record
production and something made in much happier circumstances than i had expected
to find this is not another book about mad syd this instead is a celebration of
a moment when everything seemed possible when creative worlds and forces
converged when an album spoke with an entirely new voice such music i never
dreamed of as rat said to mole every serious student of the occult is familiar
with this all powerful text within it lie the secrets of eternity the forbidden
knowledge of the darkunknown every journey into the shadows requires careful
measured steps a proficient execution of the necessary rituals and spells and
an understanding and appreciation of the history of the world beyond the gates
of the necronomicon is an invaluable companion to the mad arab s original work
in it are essential keys to the nuance and complexities of the ancient grimoire
enabling all who dare to pass through the magical gates that separate the body
mind and spirit the past and future the living and dead the journey begins the
gates of india by thomas hungerford sir holdich published by good press good
press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well
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known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet
undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read
each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that
are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format a
fictional chronicle centered around the fall of the alamo provides a dramatic
re creation of an event that shaped the history and identity of texas the book
the gates of chance has been considered important throughout the human history
and so that this work is never forgotten we have made efforts in its
preservation by republishing this book in a modern format for present and
future generations this whole book has been reformatted retyped and designed
these books are not made of scanned copies and hence the text is clear and
readable in this historical adventure by the author of king of ithaca odysseus
and his warrior companion journey toward the dawning of the trojan war settled
in his small island kingdom odysseus wants nothing more than to rule ithaca in
peace meanwhile his warrior friend eperitus frustrated at his quiet life dreams
of glory in battle but when agamemnon s fleet appears on the horizon odysseus
knows that war is upon him helen of sparta has been abducted by a trojan prince
and the armies of greece are gathering as the greatest heroes flock to the
crusade only one is missing odysseus knows that without achilles the gates of
troy will never fall he must use all his cunning to hunt him down and persuade
him to join their cause from the greek islands to the fearsome walls of troy
this is a novel of pulse racing battle and intrigue perfect for readers of
george r r martin conn iggulden and tad williams praise for the gates of troy
iliffe displays his thorough knowledge of classical literature vividly bringing
to life the glories of troy a satisfying tale of politics romance and war under
the shadow of the olympian gods in this comprehensive retelling of the genesis
of the trojan war publishers weekly
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The Gates of Noon 1992
in a world born of war and sorrow brave heroes rally against an ancient evil
bent on reclaiming its wicked birthright as a young champion races to save what
is left of humanity he must choose between the woman he loves and his ultimate
destiny the gates of omin have been opened once again

The Gates of Omin 2004-09-01
first published in a limited run in 1793 blake later changed the title to for
the sexes the gates of paradise and added several more drawings as well as a
preface and concluding verse publishing this version in 1818 the seventeen
emblematic drawings and their commentaries depict the life of man from birth to
death passage through the four elements water earth wind and fire hatching as a
child from the mundane shell encountering women what are these alas the female
martyr is she also the divine image reaching for the moon of love i want i want
falling into time s ocean william blake 1757 1827 was a british poet painter
visionary mystic and engraver who illustrated and printed his own books blake
proclaimed the supremacy of the imagination over the rationalism and
materialism of the 18th century largely unrecognised during his lifetime blake
is now considered a seminal figure in the history of both the poetry and visual
arts of the romantic age

THE GATES OF PARADISE 2017-12-06
the gates of paradise were first published in a limited run in 1793 blake later
changed the title to for the sexes the gates of paradise and added several more
drawings as well as a preface and concluding verse publishing this version in
1818 the seventeen emblematic drawings and their commentaries depict the life
of man from birth to death passage through the four elements water earth wind
and fire hatching as a child from the mundane shell encountering women reaching
for the moon of love i want i want falling into time s ocean after several
other episodes he finally arrives at the death s door with job s words i have
said to the worm thou art my mother and my sister there a female figure is
weaving to dreams the sexual strife and weeping over the of life william blake
1757 1827 was a british poet painter visionary mystic and engraver who
illustrated and printed his own books blake proclaimed the supremacy of the
imagination over the rationalism and materialism of the 18th century largely
unrecognised during his lifetime blake is now considered a seminal figure in
the history of both the poetry and visual arts of the romantic age

The Gates of Wrath 1975
a band of war weary soldiers has uncovered a plot that may tear the very fabric
of reality forever to save their own lives and to prevent a long banished race
of monsters from unleashing an army of horrors upon the waking world they must
reach the very heart of dal quor original

FOR THE SEXES: THE GATES OF PARADISE 2017-12-06
from award winning historian serhii plokhy the gates of europe is the
definitive history of ukraine that helps us understand the country s past and
the current crisis located at the western edge of the eurasian steppe ukraine
has long been the meeting place of empires roman to ottoman habsburg to russian
and they all left their imprint on the landscape the language and the people
living within these shifting borders in this authoritative book serhii plokhy
traces the history of ukraine from the arrival of the vikings in the tenth
century to the current russian invasion of eastern ukraine and annexation of
crimea fascinating and multi layered the gates of europe is the essential guide
to understanding not just ukraine s past but also its future
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The Gates of Night 2006
ambition runs strongly in the kressind family trassan is building a mighty ship
to navigate an uncrossed ocean rel is banished to a vital frontier garten
balances responsibility with family loyalty katriona is determined to carve
herself a place in a world of men guis struggles to contain the energies of his
soul aarin dabbles in forbidden sorcery the world is in turmoil new money
brings new power and the old social order crumbles tired gods walk industrial
streets deep in the polar south a city of ice stands awaiting rediscovery
offering the secrets of the ancients and in the sky the closest approach of the
twin in 4 000 years draws near a terror from the ancient past awakens the gates
of the world volume one collects the iron ship and the city of ice i tore
through this it has the raw energy and endless inventiveness of classic
moorcock adam roberts on the iron ship one of the most fascinating worlds i
have read this year sci fi and fantasy reviews on the iron ship

The Gates of Europe 2015-12-01
unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical
character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos
2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately
the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections
with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy

The Gates of Dawn 2010-12-15
from the bestselling author of a ladder to the sky a darkly funny novel that
races like a beating heart people comes a new novel that plays out across all
of human history a story as precise as it is unlimited this story starts with a
family for now it is a father and a mother with two sons one with his father s
violence in his blood one with his mother s artistry one leaves one stays they
will be joined by others whose deeds will determine their fate it is a
beginning their stories will intertwine and evolve over the course of two
thousand years they will meet again and again at different times and in
different places from palestine at the dawn of the first millennium and
journeying across fifty countries to a life among the stars in the third the
world will change around them but their destinies remain the same it must play
out as foretold from the award winning author of the heart s invisible furies
comes a traveler at the gates of wisdom an epic tale of humanity the story of
all of us stretching across two millennia imaginative unique heartbreaking this
is john boyne at his most creative and compelling

The Gates of Memory 1981
the evil sorcerer markko has sworn to capture the last of prince llesho s
brothers if markko succeeds llesho will not be able to save thebin or reopen
the gates of heaven as murder and dark magic threaten llesho s alliances he
realizes his only chance lies in finding his brothers first so begins a
desperate hunt that will lead the prince from the slave market to a sea voyage
fraught with perils and an incredible discovery about the sorcerer who seems
bent on his destruction

The Gates of Morning 2024-03-19
a new york times bestseller this definitive history of ukraine is an exemplary
account of europe s least known large country wall street journal as ukraine is
embroiled in an ongoing struggle with russia to preserve its territorial
integrity and political independence celebrated historian serhii plokhy
explains that today s crisis is a case of history repeating itself the
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ukrainian conflict is only the latest in a long history of turmoil over ukraine
s sovereignty situated between central europe russia and the middle east
ukraine has been shaped by empires that exploited the nation as a strategic
gateway between east and west from the romans and ottomans to the third reich
and the soviet union in the gates of europe plokhy examines ukraine s search
for its identity through the lives of major ukrainian historical figures from
its heroes to its conquerors this revised edition includes new material that
brings this definitive history up to the present as ukraine once again finds
itself at the center of global attention plokhy brings its history to vivid
life as he connects the nation s past with its present and future

The Gates of Thorbardin 1991
in a fragile alliance the natives are stirring uneasily under their foreign
rulers rebellion is brewing and at the heart of the conflict lies the bloody
and powerful cult of the god aoun whose followers will stop at nothing to rid
their land of alien domination so civil servant renille vo chaumelle scion of a
proud conquering line mingled with native blood is conscripted as a spy and
ordered to penetrate the fortress temple known as the fastness of the gods
there he is to discover the secrets of the priests of aoun and if the chance
presents itself assassinate the lead priest named in legend as the god s own
son but in the holiest depths of the temple renille finds there is more to the
cult than his superiors suspect far more than they will ever believe what he
learns leads him to the beautiful princess jathondi daughter of the native
ruler who is fated to be the crux of a violent confrontation between the
fanatic followers of a flesh hungry god and their arrogant overlords together
jathondi and renille must brave a whirlwind of revolution and apocalyptic magic
that could shatter a nation and open the long sealed portal between heaven and
earth

The Gates of Doom 1958
sennacherib and his ill fated siege of jerusalem fascinated the ancient world
twelve scholars in hebrew bible assyriology archaeology egyptology classics
aramaic rabbinic and christian literatures examine how and why the sennacherib
story was told and re told in more than a dozen cultures for over a thousand
years from akkadian to arabic stories and legends about sennacherib became the
first vernacular tales of the imperial world these essays address outstanding
historical issues of the campaign and the sources and press on to expose the
stories theological and cultural roles in inner cultural dialogues ethnic
origin stories and morality tales this book is the first of its kind for
readers seeking out historical and historiographic bridges between the ancient
and late antique worlds this work will undoubtedly serve as an important
resource on the assyrian attack on jerusalem in 701 song mi suzie park austin
presbyterian theological seminary horizons in biblical theology

The Gates of the World, Volume One 2018
rebecca solnit has made a vocation of journeying into difficult territory and
reporting back as an environmentalist antiglobalization activist and public
intellectual storming the gates of paradise an anthology of her essential
essays from the past ten years takes the reader from the pyrenees to the u s
mexican border from san francisco to london from open sky to the deepest mines
and from the antislavery struggles of two hundred years ago to today s street
protests the nearly forty essays collected here comprise a unique guidebook to
the american landscape after the millennium not just the deserts skies gardens
and wilderness areas that have long made up solnit s subject matter but the
social landscape of democracy and repression of borders ruins and protests she
ventures into territories as dark as prison and as sublime as a broad vista
revealing beauty in the harshest landscape and political struggle in the most
apparently serene view her introduction sets the tone and the book s
overarching themes as she describes thoreau leaving the jail cell where he had
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been confined for refusing to pay war taxes and proceeding directly to his
favorite huckleberry patch in this way she links pleasure to politics
brilliantly demonstrating that the path to paradise has often run through
prison these startling insights on current affairs politics culture and history
always expressed in solnit s pellucid and graceful prose constantly revise our
views of the otherwise ordinary and familiar illustrated throughout storming
the gates of paradise represents recent developments in solnit s thinking and
offers the reader a panoramic world view enriched by her characteristically
provocative inspiring and hopeful observations

The Gates of Wrath 2012-08-01
i would rather be an angel than god is the very first sentence in stoker s
fiction the man it presents his sentimental ideals at the same time conveying
his philosophical thoughts children have been presented as beacon of light from
whom the elders should learn about honesty and innocence a horror tale is
presented that chills the readers to the bones

Gates of Zion 1998-12
alexander of macedon julius caesar the pharaohs hatshepsut and cleopatra
niccolo machiavelli judah macabee and other damned adventurers brave the river
of fire and the river of forgetfulness on a daring journey back to the land of
the living

A Traveler at the Gates of Wisdom 2020-08-11
through a series of interviews with a wide range of people connected to pink
floyd in their earliest days including nick mason peter jenner jenny fabian
storm thorgerson duggie fields and peter whitehead john cavanagh paints a vivid
picture of how this remarkable debut album was created he brings to life the
stories behind each track as well as pink floyd s groundbreaking live
performances of the time excerpt the piper at the gates of dawn is a wondrous
creation often seen through the distorted view of later events these things
have served to overshadow the achievement of the pink floyd on their debut
album an outstanding group performance a milestone in record production and
something made in much happier circumstances than i had expected to find this
is not another book about mad syd this instead is a celebration of a moment
when everything seemed possible when creative worlds and forces converged when
an album spoke with an entirely new voice such music i never dreamed of as rat
said to mole

The Gates of Chance 2004-10-01
every serious student of the occult is familiar with this all powerful text
within it lie the secrets of eternity the forbidden knowledge of the
darkunknown every journey into the shadows requires careful measured steps a
proficient execution of the necessary rituals and spells and an understanding
and appreciation of the history of the world beyond the gates of the
necronomicon is an invaluable companion to the mad arab s original work in it
are essential keys to the nuance and complexities of the ancient grimoire
enabling all who dare to pass through the magical gates that separate the body
mind and spirit the past and future the living and dead the journey begins

The Gates of Heaven 2004-09-07
the gates of india by thomas hungerford sir holdich published by good press
good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from
well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet
undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read
each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
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readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that
are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format

The Gates of Europe 2017-05-30
a fictional chronicle centered around the fall of the alamo provides a dramatic
re creation of an event that shaped the history and identity of texas

The Gates of Twilight 2011-02-23
the book the gates of chance has been considered important throughout the human
history and so that this work is never forgotten we have made efforts in its
preservation by republishing this book in a modern format for present and
future generations this whole book has been reformatted retyped and designed
these books are not made of scanned copies and hence the text is clear and
readable

Sennacherib at the Gates of Jerusalem 2014-01-30
in this historical adventure by the author of king of ithaca odysseus and his
warrior companion journey toward the dawning of the trojan war settled in his
small island kingdom odysseus wants nothing more than to rule ithaca in peace
meanwhile his warrior friend eperitus frustrated at his quiet life dreams of
glory in battle but when agamemnon s fleet appears on the horizon odysseus
knows that war is upon him helen of sparta has been abducted by a trojan prince
and the armies of greece are gathering as the greatest heroes flock to the
crusade only one is missing odysseus knows that without achilles the gates of
troy will never fall he must use all his cunning to hunt him down and persuade
him to join their cause from the greek islands to the fearsome walls of troy
this is a novel of pulse racing battle and intrigue perfect for readers of
george r r martin conn iggulden and tad williams praise for the gates of troy
iliffe displays his thorough knowledge of classical literature vividly bringing
to life the glories of troy a satisfying tale of politics romance and war under
the shadow of the olympian gods in this comprehensive retelling of the genesis
of the trojan war publishers weekly

Storming the Gates of Paradise 2007-06-18

Stricken at the Gates of Hades. By a Witness for
Christ 1874

The Gates of Ivory, the Gates of Horn 1957

The Man 2020-03-17

The Gates of Hell 1986

Pink Floyd's The Piper at the Gates of Dawn
2003-09-17

The Gates of Morning 1973
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The gates of prayer: a book of private devotions by
the author of 'Morning and night watches'. 1874

"Up to the Gates of Ekron" 2007

The Gates of the Necronomicon 2010-10-19

The Gates of the Mountains 1966

The Gates of India 2019-12-18

The Gates of Dawn 1932

The Gates of the Alamo 2003-11-21

The Gates of Chance 2021-11-22

The Gates of Dawn 1932

The Gates of Heaven 1980-05

The Gates of Doom 1914

The Gates of Troy 2017-02-06
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